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Abstract - A new type of self-rappelling search-and-rescue robot,
dubbed SPIDAR, is being developed and tested by Automatika, Inc.
(AI) for use by first-responders. The project is being funded by
DARPA (Defense Advanced Projects Agency) with the intent to
transfer technologies from the military domain to the civilian first-
responder application markets. SPIDAR is built around a set of artic-
ulating body-sections, running a modular running-gear configuration
(wheels, legs, tracks, etc.) to allow for maximum terrainability in cha-
otic collapsed urban structures. The on-board tether-system allows
for continuous powering and real-time data/video feedback. The
tether serves as a tensile member that allows for rappelling and
winching the robot into and out of precipices and crevasses, with a
range of up to 30 meters. The system is deployable and operable by a
single person off a remote console. This paper describes the overall
system design and prototype efforts to date, including testing on crit-
ical elements of the design. Future testing is envisioned with first
responders to evaluate the prototype design and collect data for future
improvements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The urban environment represents the most challenging
application-arena for reconnaissance and recovery robots,
irrespective of whether the structures are in pristine, or even
worse, collapsed and crumbled configurations. The ability to
access constrained and often layered environments (due to
floor-on-floor collapse) has been only possible in very limited
scenarios. The challenge is evidenced in Fig. 1,

Fig. 1 : Catastrophic Building Collapse - WTC Site on 9-11-2001

which clearly shows the access and locomotion challenges that
‘mechanized’ rescue devices would face. Whether collapses
are due to man-made or natural causes, the key questions that
need to be answered, especially in the first 24 to 72 hours, are

still the same: Are there any survivors and where are they?
What is the structural integrity of the structure? Are there any
hazardous conditions within the structure not clearly visible to
first-responders?

Only since the 9/11 attack on the Pentagon and World Trade
Center (WTC), have robots been used in such applications
(CRASAR, DARPA, etc.) [1][2][4]. Even then, their
application was fairly limited[8]. However, the use of robots is
projected to grow once the technology becomes more mature,
accepted, and more capable. Currently, the use of larger,
wirelessly-controlled and battery-powered platforms limits the
use of robots in cluttered, confined and long-duration
applications. Tethered platforms (such as the Innuktun line of
crawlers) have proved to be extremely valuable and usable, but
since their spool-point is at the base, rather than at the robot,
the range of deployment is limited, or restricted to fairly
accessible (lower frictional drag) and more obstacle-free (no
chance of snagging) situations.

II. REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

In order to develop a more capable disaster-response robotic
system for use in confined collapsed-structure access for
survivor search, site-investigation and site-assessment, the
following key attributes are deemed essential (in no particular
order of importance):

• Provide for a small and light footprint
• Allow for long-term deployment of at least 12 hours
• Be capable of carrying crucial sensor-modalities (visual, 

chemical, etc.)
• Be capable of accessing and climbing up/down convoluted 

and confined spaces
• Be capable of real-time control of ‘buried’ ranges no less 

than 30m
• Be simple to use off a limited-function controller with a 

user-friendly GUI (Graphical User Interface)
• Be designed for rugged use and be affordable for civil-

defense entities

We conducted a technology search that looked at numerous
robotics platforms (commercial and R&D platforms available
through IRobot, Foster-Miller, Remotec, Innuktun, etc.)[3][5],
and determined that none of these systems were designed
explicitly with the collapsed-building internal-use scenario in
mind. Most systems had constraints in terms of size, weight,



endurance, locomotion capability, etc. [6][9].
These shortcomings needed to be overcome before a more

usable and capable platform could be offered to first
responders - one they would be willing to rely upon and use.
We believe that SPIDAR, our proposed tethered platform
[10][11] with articulated frame/suspension and reconfigurable
running-gear (wheels, legs, treads) [7], has the potential to
overcome the main drawbacks of current systems. In addition
to its off-the-vehicle tether-spooling (laying/spooling down/up
the tether), with data/power integral for long-duration
missions, it will need to be a capable vehicle platform for
deploying visual (visible and IR) and other chemical sensors
(CO2 emissions, NH3-detection, SpO2 blood-oxygen content,
etc.) into real-world disaster scenarios. 

Our design team was well aware, based on interactions with
experts in the field of search-and-rescue, that many design
decisions hinged on the trade-offs related to (i) system size to
access the smallest possible openings, (ii) the need to
overcome large obstacles (rubble) which is directly related to
size, and (iii) the need to be able to adapt to the unpredictable
terrain type and the need to probe to varying depths into
collapsed structures and other locations (sewers, caves, ducts,
etc.). The design trade-offs determined early on what size
(tiny, small, medium or large) platform was utilized (trading
off access-capability against obstacle-climbing capability)1,
and what operator-selectable features were to be included in
the design, to optimize terrain-handling abilities (locomotor-
dependent)2 and probing-depth (related to tether-length

1. A small/tiny platform capable of accessing a small opening is 
not as capable if it can not overcome large (w.r.t. the vehicle 
size) obstacles (internal and not visible externally) in its way, 
rendering its size-attribute unusable.

2. There is no single locomotor capable of handling all terrain 
types - these terrain types are varied and not known beforehand 
and thus providing the operator with the ability to adapt on-site 
is an advantage over hard-designed (non-modular) systems.

primarily if access is guaranteed)3. The net outcome was the
high-level system specifications shown in Table I.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

This section describes the current design for the SPIDAR
system. It addresses the main specific subsystems and overall
system descriptors that were deemed essential and were
identified as main design drivers.

A. Overview
An overall perspective of the vehicle platform, is shown in

Fig. 2, depicting the multi-segmented, all-wheel drive (AWD)
multi running-gear configuration system design:

Fig. 2 : Overall external CAD view of the SPIDAR vehicle platform

3. The ability to decide on-site (by the operator) what vehicle con-
figuration is best used to minimize size and weight yet be able to 
probe deep into the ‘buried’ structure, is another modularity 
attribute that provides substantial advantages over other more 
fixed-design non-modular systems available today or under con-
sideration/design.
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Table I : SPIDAR Performance Requirements

CRITERIA VALUE DESCRIPTION OR INTERPRETATION

Size Small As non-bulky as possible; Small enough to fit through tight man-inaccessible spaces
Weight Light Single-person one-hand hanging-portable

Terrainability Extreme Use of retractable tensile member for climbing/rappelling;           Forward/reverse in extreme terrain;
Use in complex interconnected (collapsed) man-made spaces;     Able to climb over/onto varying/large size obstacles, 
into/though rubble, sewers, tunnels, ducts

Tether Sys-
tem

Multiple Strength-member, power-supply & communications link
Rugged Sharp-bend (under load) survival w/o loss & fatigue-endurance
Sensing Tether-tension and pay-out distance

Endurance Maximize Use of long-duration power source; on- or off-board
Range 30m+ At least 30m if not more

Integration Various On-board sensing, communications & processing
Locomotor Various Wheels or Legs

C&C As needed Handling all sensory feedback and control data
CPU Processing all data and real-time control of all actuation

Control Unit - Operator video display
Interface Power and Communications Interface to the tether

Sensor Pay-
load

Video Cameras (3 - front/left/right) & lights for 360o ‘surround’-vision
Sound Microphones (3 - front/left/right)



Notice that the overall design of the system allows the
platform to be fully invertible and operate in either orientation
- video imagery and driving-commands are automatically
flipped (based on accelerometer feedback), and the sensor-
pod(s) on the platform can rotate so as to allow the same field-
of-views irrespective of the (rightside-up/upside-down)
orientation of the platform itself. In other words it does not
matter how the platform lands or winds up oriented when
being deployed.

The size of the platform is depicted in Fig. 3 and exhibits a
net volume of 0.018 m3 and a total weight of 11.2 kg.

Fig. 3 : Overall SPIDAR baseline vehicle platform dimensions

The system is split to allow for posturing of the frontal
section for improved climbing and sensory inspection
activities. The running gear is exchangeable with different
configurations such as wheels, tracks and legs.

The main elements of the SPIDAR system are all depicted in
a top-shell-off exploded view in Fig. 4,

Fig. 4 : Internal view of the main vehicle platform subsystems
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and are detailed in the following subsections.

A. Mono-coque Chassis and Articulation (Chassis & Sensors)
The housing/shell is the structural element of the vehicle. It

was designed to be mirror-image identical (top/bottom) so that
it can be injection-molded in a fiber-reinforced thermoplastic
to endure abuse and be light and low cost to reproduce or
replace. The shell is split into a fixed-axle rear compartment
and an actively postureable front-end - this is to allow for
extreme climbing ability and controlled transitions from
vertical to horizontal during climbing and rappelling motions.
Articulation of the sensor-head and -stalk allow for the
operator to view the entire surroundings of the vehicle under
real-time conditions.

A visualization for the articulation of the locomotor-chassis
and the sensor-head/-stalk, are shown in Fig. 5:

Fig. 5 : Chassis and Sensor-head/-stalk articulation for SPIDAR

B. Drivetrain
The drivetrain for the vehicle is based on a dual-motor/

gearbox arrangement, coupled with rear-ward and forward
running drive-shafts and pulley/belt combinations, as depicted
in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 : Pre prototype drivetrain design layout
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This design allows for the minimal-weight implementation
of skid-steer drive in a multi-wheeled articulated-frame
vehicle. An additional motor/gearbox/miter-gear drivetrain is
used to articulate the front housing of the vehicle.
Miniaturized servo-actuators are used to provide articulation
for the sensor-pod(s), whether stalk or nose, to increase the
FOV in as compact a platform-design as possible.

C. Locomotion or Running-Gear
The running gear, as shown in Fig. 2, depicts a set of six

wheels that are driven by a common set of two motor-
drivetrain combinations in a skid-steer fashion. The design
also supports running gear variations with a track, creating a
half-track vehicle to show the versatility of the SPIDAR
system design to suit the running gear to a variety of
conditions. In addition, a legged configuration based on a
shock-absorbing, climbing-hook spoke-leg design is possible
as yet another hybrid running-gear alternative. Currently
envisioned possible running-gear configurations are
summarized in Fig. 7:

Fig. 7 : Possible running-gear configurations for SPIDAR

D. Tether Management System (TMS)
The TMS contains the tether-drum (with sliprings, etc.),

drum-drive and levelwind (to force orderly wind/unwind
under tension), as well as guides to feed the tether into the
capstan-drive that provides for the pay-in/-out motions under
all design-loads. All motions are instrumented (position and
velocity) with the capstan having a strain-gauge tension-
monitor; both drum- and capstan-drive have over-load spring-
wrap-/slip-clutch protection devices.

Fig. 8 : TMS design and layout
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The design and layout of the TMS is shown in Fig. 8,
showing the tether-path and wound layers on the drum,
including the levelwind and actuation gearbox motors.

E. Computing, Communications and Electronics Architecture
The power and data flow in the SPIDAR system is based on

a standard parallel data/power architecture over a connecting
tether to a control console, powered through an AC generator,
as depicted in Fig. 9: 

Fig. 9 :Power and Data Architecture and Flow

Power: AC power from the generator runs the OCU as well
as the robot through an AC/DC converter in the system anchor.
The power is again DC-converted on the robot and fed to a set
of distributed 8-bit processors.

Data: A 32-bit Single-Board-Computer (SBC) in the robot
handles all supervisory control, including video digitization
and communications with the topside OCU over wired
ethernet (802.3). Another SBC in the OCU performs all
display and control interface I/O functions, allowing for real-
time control of the platform.

F. Operator Control Unit (OCU)
The OCU is based on a ruggedized case containing

removable input-devices and video and computer feedback
displays arranged as shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10 : SPIDAR OCU Configuration

The joystick-elements are removable for more operator
freedom, and the unit is intended to be configurable in single-
or dual-screen modes (see above).
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G. Deployment and Operations
The SPIDAR system, including the vehicle platform, the AC

generator and converter/anchor, as well as the small light-
weight OCU, are designed to be deployed (carried on-site) by
a single operator, as depicted in Fig. 11:

Fig. 11 : Deployment of SPIDAR by a single person into multiple missions

Note that the notion is that SPIDAR can be deployed into
military as well as civil-defense missions, capable of
accessing and inspecting a variety of arenas requiring a
rappelling robot system (see Fig. 11).

IV. PRE-PROTOTYPE TESTING

A. TMS

Fig. 12 : TMS pre prototype system assembly

Fig. 13 : TMS test-condition example
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The TMS was pre-prototyped in order to validate key
performance and behavior requirements for both active as well
as passive performance and fail-safe features - a picture of the
TMS is shown in Fig. 12. Tests that included (i) electronic
noise quantification (impact of power-conductors on digital
data-carriers in the tether) as well as (ii) sharp-bend cable-
ruggedness under load, were carried out and led to the
specification of the final tether used in the current prototype
design. Test conditions (see Fig. 13) under full electrical and
mechanical load showed the tether design to be viable for the
SPIDAR applications being envisioned.

B. Vehicle Platform
The vehicle design has been improved and a pre-prototype

platform is currently in assembly. It contains the pre-prototype
TMS (Fig. 12) and prototype drivetrains with SLS chassis-
shells running under teleoperated RC control. The prototype
platform in assembly is shown in Fig. 14:

Fig. 14 : Pre-prototype SPIDAR platform in assembly

V. PROJECT STATUS

The project has completed its Phase II final design and is in
the latter stages of the prototype assembly effort, with testing
in simulated and training environments expected to occur in
the summer of 2007. The final prototype will be demonstrated
to the sponsors and first responders in early fall 2007, and
undergo additional end-user testing in the USA by the winter
of the same year. AI expects to improve on the system and
offer a commercial SPIDAR version in early 2008.
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